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OUR PROJECTS
Paper Planet collects paper before it reaches the landfill and recycling streams
and converts it to commercially viable products, keeping carbon from entering
the atmosphere. The first product line is the Paper Planter pots for germinating
seeds. School Kits for teachers include planters, soil, seeds and lesson plans
written by qualified teachers. Home Packs are for parents to use at home. Available for purchase on our new Shopify site.
We are transitioning to a semi-automatic press designed and manufactured by
Mechatronics students at Fleming College and made from 99 recycled material.
Even the 3D printed moulds were made from recycled plastic. This new press will
cut production time by 98% at our new production site kindly provided by the St.
Vincent de Paul Society of Peterborough.
In six weeks, Paper Planet has diverted 359 lb. of paper, prevented 115 lb. of CO2
from entering the atmosphere and made over $1,000 in revenue. Our sales are
restricted by our production rate, but the new press will increase our output by
88% once it comes online in May and we start to build inventory for the 2023
season. Our e-commerce model gives us the ability to ship anywhere in Ontario
and access to over 2 million school students!

Keys To Me takes a holistic approach to financial literacy, conducting workshops
that cover financial literacy, mindfulness, mental health and career development .
These workshops enhance social skills, emotional intelligence and confidence, all
critical to increased financial success. These workshops are delivered by discipline
experts form our community partners and facilitated by students.
This year, Keys To Me conducted 24 workshops, directly impacting 500 students in a
virtual environment and won the Co-Operators Youth Mental Awareness Project
Accelerator.

In the coming year, we will be conducting workshops in person again and are excited to be launching a proprietary online portal that acts as a resource centre where
participants can access information recordings and tools from the workshops they
have attended.
By the end of 2023 our workshop model will be expanded to include secondary students and research is being conducted to ensure that they support the Ontario
school curriculum. By targeting local secondary schools we have the opportunity to
impact 13,000 additional students annually.
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OUR PROJECTS
Project United began with Prince Albert Public School whose principal approached us about the high rate of absenteeism. To overcome this we created
educational modules that support teachers in increasing engagement with
students and parents.

Project United

The pandemic limited our access to schools to perform in-person educational
workshops and beta-test our 10-module “Treasure Chest” activities.
Instead of waiting for restrictions to lift – we took a risk and re-booted the project. With the help of the Samsung Solve for Tomorrow Challenge; which
granted the project $5,000 in tech, our team is prototyping a hybrid approach.
That will use a combination of in person and online delivery.
We are collaborating with Fleming College to gamify the Treasure Chest by
having Educational Controllers made for our hybrid model. These controllers
will hook up to SMART Boards so that students can play our learning modules.
A physical Treasure Chest will be developed alongside the digital version. We
project to have our hybrid version ready for classrooms by winter 2024.
School closures nearly shelved Project United permanently, but we have found
a solution to make this project unstoppable. The team rose to the challenge
and we are on a roll again!

Every year, farmers in Punjab State are forced to burn 90% of 37 million tons
of paddy by-products. A short window of harvesting, expensive farming equipment, logistical problems, and limited outsourcing options are just a few factors that leave the farmers with no choice. This leads to Delhi having the
worst air quality index globally.
Paddy Waste to Income empowers farmers in India to reduce rice stubble
burning by providing a model for collecting and selling the stubble instead of
burning it, thereby reducing pollution and creating additional income.
2021 was challenging for both the team and the local farmers. Several protests due to multiple crop failures and new government regulations halted our
progress. There were issues with fluctuating prices, timing and finding on-site
support.
We have partnered with Enactus Hansraj College to ensure that we have local expertise and connected with one of the biggest NGOs that work with the
farmers. This year, our team has contributed 1,280 volunteer hours, and with
the help of the Jeanne Sauvé Global Project Accelerator of $2500, we’re
building momentum towards a sustainable startup.
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OUR NEWEST PROJECT
Tikinaagan

For the first time in Canada, two teams are collaborating on creating a new project whose objective is to
join with the local First Nations in creating better communities. The team has received counsel from
Fleming Indigenous Services, Trent First People’s House of Learning and the generous advice of Enactus Lambton College.The teams have been invited to several learning sessions and events involving Indigenous leaders, knowledge keepers, and community housing experts to research potential locations
and partnerships. This February, the Elder’s council at Trent University honoured us by naming the project Tikinaagan; a symbol of warmth, security and a sense of belonging.
With direction from Chief Emily Whetung of Curve Lake First Nation, the team is developing a plan to
design and build a prototype multigenerational house that is efficient, replicable, and scalable based on
the needs of the community. The stretch goal is to create a home that is net zero or even carbon
negative. The model will also consider land availability and homeowner financing.
There is support in principle from Fleming College Applied Research who will be assisting in locating the
necessary seed funding. The team has also begun consultations with faculty in the Fleming College
School of Trades and Technology who have expertise in sustainable building techniques and extensive
industry experience and will also benefit from one of the current faculty advisors who is a professional
project manager.
Tikinaagan is breaking the mould and laying the foundation for future partnerships.

Enactus Fleming College in Peterborough, Ontario, is a group of
students seeking to empower themselves, enrich their school, and
provide long-lasting positive outreach to the community at large.
Through entrepreneurial action, environmental initiatives and
sustainable ventures, we generate meaningful social, economic,
and environmental impacts, while providing professional
development for our members. This will be done by partnering
with the community, its businesses, and the public.

enactus@Flemingcollege.ca

enactusfleming.ca
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